
Made exclusively for Daltile.





Reflections In Glass TileTM. Timeless beauty and long 
term performance anywhere wall tiles are required. 
Our combination of glass and ceramic glazes ensures 
that colors remain true and don’t deteriorate regardless 
of the environmental conditions. 

Reflections glass tiles are perfectly suited for swimming 
pools, water features, steam showers and any other interior 
or exterior vertical surface.

know no boundaries



Unlimited variety of custom mosaic assembliesCustom shapes

Widest spectrum of colors Vast array of sizes



Rapid sample turnaround Made in Canada

Factory direct service & technical support



40 standard colors,
your choice of glossy or matte finish.

colors

Our color matching service can create 
almost any color that you can imagine.

color customization

Glossy, Matte finishes and Terra texture.

finishes & texture



Peanut Butter

Iron rust

Hot Fudge

Electric Yellow

Caramel Candy

Florida Orange

Code Red

Sunny Yellow

Kinetic Khaki Army Green

Coal Seam

Bamboo Stick

Black Swan

Sand Arena

Cyclone Grey

Morning Fog

Nut Brown

Neon Green

Olive Oil

Dessert Wine

Marsh Plant

Spring Air

Golf Course

Dinner Mint

Reef Green

Beryl Green

Turquoise Gem

Dry Spice

Almost Aqua

Jade Bead

Serene Green

Whisper Green

Glacier White

Cobalt BlueGrape Juice

Twilight Blue

Lilac Spray

Ultimate Blue

Ultra Violet

Blue Lagoon



Over 40 standard sizes. 
• Square sizes from 1”x1” to 16”x16”
• Rectangular sizes from ½ ”x6” to 12”x24”
(including bullnose trims quarter rounds and coves)

standard sizes

Custom sizes are also available.

custom sizes
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mounted mosaics or assemblies

loose pieces



Give your clients the opportunity to imagine exactly 
what they want, all of our assemblies are made to order; 
sheets of beautiful solid colors, monochromatic blends 
of matte and glossy, spectacular random blends of 
multiple colors, or gradation blends.

For wet areas such as pools, spas and steam showers all 
mosaics & assemblies should be ordered face-mounted 
with clear plastic film, no additional time is required 
and there’s no additional cost.

mosaics & assemblies



Straight Bond Running Bond

Jive

Random Stagger

Shimmy Strut

Lindy



your designs. 
your choices. 

made for you.





CASE STUDY

bringing your design to reality.



Project: Randall Children’s Hospital at 
Legacy Emanuel, Portland
Architect: Zimmer Gunzol Frasca 
Architects, LLP, Portland OR



We work with you, based upon your 
ideas and specifications, to create a 
finished layout that perfectly satisfies 
your needs.

your concept



We create renderings of the 
proposed mural for your approval 
and prepare detailed plans for layout 
and installation.

our expertise



Our dedicated team of mosaic 
experts, assembles your mural so that 
it is easy to install and permanently 
captures the beauty of your design.

expert execution
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800-667-1566
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contact us at:
info@reflectionsinglasstile.com

Made in Canada.


